2008 Min wage Review

To whom it may concern,

As I read the article from Australian Fair Pay Commission, I feel that I can see where direction is required into the future regarding Australian communities etc. It appears today unlike our forefathers there is plenty of money to go around. Technology has not advanced to leave the poor, disillusioned, single, families, new arrivals and aboriginal groups also disabled behind.

Let’s pick them up and mutually care as Australians. We have always done for the down-trodden. I am not a philosopher priest or even a good role model to make these statements. I have had several experiences that have shaken the direction of and or concepts I had up and down. Family for me have been very supportive. Australia is one big family even though we are diversified multicultural and a bit of a melting pot. The very rich seem to be above these concepts i.e.; water restriction the government first privatised water, then user pay was introduced from...
a rates based system that respects communities that could least afford to pay and also family units. Know it seems as family units are discriminated against the very rich who generally use less household water (fresh) are sinking lures and laughing at the rest of the state, as with my mother "single" who supports my sister disabled and unemployed brother "terminally does not work" she buckets up to 1 and a half hours a day to "save" precious water she is nearly seventy and these values are inherent with our parental generat have a background of sexual wars post depression, credit squeeze and massive underemployment. Mum’s back aches age should be a time of rest, support and a time to monitor and be supported as mum and forefathers have done all their life. Today society is not lost but slowly a speed of the rat race that is a very stress society is catching up. Mum does not envy or jealous of the rich as they should all not be treated with the same brush.
which in itself is reverse
discrimination any way, I sure
and confidently understand this
not to be so just, even out the
score board a bit! We don’t
want to be a communist society
just a caring one. Think back
to your, early years visits
to a doctor, dentist, hospital,
first day at school. These people
this society has taken many
to places for exceeding previous
so lets support one another
keep Australia as free and
casual as possible for the future
of our bright caring society.
The government is the ultimate
umpire in this claim for
wage review.

Lift up min wages
across the board.
Support underemployed.
10’ less than 5 to 10 hours a
week to go forward
Please lessen the strangle
hold of the rich and make
society more community conscious
This would be commendable

People who give thanks to speak (write)

Regards

[Signature]

P.S.